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DEC. 7 -- Charles Todd, co-
chairman of the Campus Chest
drive, disclosed today that 87 per
cent of the campus had contri-
buted a grand total of $8,100 in
the two-week campaign.
The faculty had 100 per cent
participation. They donated $1,300
of the $8,100 total.
Psi Upsllon copped the Savltt
Cup with an average $18.04 dona-
tion per man, and St. Anthony's
was second with each man con-
tributing an average of $17.02,
At the Grand Finale held Nov-
ember 26, the Campus Chest spon-
sored a weightlifting contest in
which Bennett Tribken for SN and
Bruce Pavlech for Q.E.D. tied for
first place, James deVou won the
pie-eating contest.
In a raffle of prizes, donated
from local businesses, Michael
Heid won the first award.
The 500 students in attendance
heard entertainment donated by
the "Rolling Stones," the "Up-
Turns," and a steel calypso band,
it was reported.
New officers for the Chest, said
Todd, will be elected by February
15.
Awards Offered
Glee Club and Choir
NOV. 17 --Dr. Albert C. Jacobs
has announced that a gift of $300
will be used as Incentive awards
to members of the College Glee
Club and Choir. The gift has been
made by Charles Byron Spofford,
Jr., '16 of Miami,. Florida.
Spofford was bass soloist in both
the glee club and choir during his
undergraduate years here and, as
a senior, was president of both
musical groups. He has requested
that one prize of $100 and four
prizes of $50 each be awarded to
selected members of the glee club
and choir on Honors Day, Ma>
14, 1964.
The First Snowfall of the Season W
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Salomon Praises Betocchi
DEC. 3 - I, L, Salomon, Ameri-
can poet, critic, and translator
for more than a quarter of a cen-
tury, gave a reading of poetry
tonight in the Washington Room at
8:15 p.m.
The poet read from his own book
of poems, UNIT AND UNIVERSE,
and from the book CARLO BE-
TOCCHI: POEMS, which he trans-
lated from the Italian,
Salomon read nine of Betocchl's
poems -- poems with titles such
as "Shade and Shadow," "Hunter
of Skylarks," and "In the Orchard."
"Betocchi is a metaphysical poet"
who finds deeper meanings in the
natural subjects of his poems,"
observed his translator.
"HAD I BEEN on the Nobel
Prize committee I would have
Rock Removed, Pipes Piled
As Art Edifice Assembled
• recommended Betocchi as I would
have Robert Frosir," Salomon as-
serted.
The translator-poet then read
eleven of Ms own poems. Among
them was "Hartford Poet," written
in memory of Wallace Stevens.
Salomon himself was born in
Hartford. As he related, he moved
to New York early to get a "mis-
education," Then, continued the
speaker, he moved to Vermont to
finish a novel, a work which he
soon destroyed.
His poetry, Salomon, observed,
gained recognition from poets such
as Robert Frost, Wallace Stevens,
and Marianne Moore long before it
gained public recognition.
"NO ONE KNEW I was a poet
except the poets themselves," he
said.
During his lecture, the visiting
poet presented the original galley
proofs of his translation of the
poems of Carlo Betocchi together
with corrections In Betocchi's own
hand to the Trinity College Library
Associates and the Cesare
Barbieri Center for Italian Studies.
With Salomon's translation, which
will be published shortly, Carlo
Betocchi becomes the third con-
temporary Italian poet to be trans-
lated into English In book form.
Betocchi received the Premio
Viareggio in 1955, and was award-
ed the Dante AHghterf Gold Medal
and the Premio Montefeltro in
1961.
The poetry, reviews and criticism
of I. L. Salomon have appeared in
a score of magazines including
THE SATURDAY REVIEW, the
CHICAGO REVIEW and THE NEW
YORKER.





DEC. 6 - Dr. William A. John-
son, a former assistant professor
of religion at Trinity, will keynote
this year's Embassy program by
posing the problem, "Why the In-
tellectuals are Leaving the Church
-- Diagnosis and Cure," at this
Sunday's 5 p.m. College Vespers
in the Chapel.
Dr. Johnson Is now head of the
religion department at Drew
University and author of articles
appearing in the "Lutheran Quar-
terly," "Encounter," "The Hart-
ford Quarterly," and toe "World
Telegram and Sun." He currently
is preparing a book on Christian
ethics and is the translator and
editor of CHRISTOPHER POL-
HEM: THE FATHER OF SWEDISH
TECHNOLOGY.
The fraternities, Brownell Club,
the Independents, and freshmen
will gather Wednesday evening
after dinner at their meeting areas
to participate in the main Embassy
program which allows t,he student
groups and 16 clergymen to talk
about this year's topic, "The Rele-
vance of The Church In Today's
Society."
This thirteenth annual Embassy
is sponsored by the Chapel Cabin-
et, In past years the usual format
has been that each clergyman will
give a short talk and then proceed




DEC. 6 — On Sunday at 8:00
p,m., WRTC-FM will present an
hour long program, "The Age of
Danger, The Assassination of John
Fitzgerald Kennedy,
The panel discussion will con-
cern the recent assassination and
its significance in the context ol
the United States foreign and dom-
estic policies.
Panelists will be Leon. 1 Sal-
omon, instructor of government;
Edward Sloan, Instructor of his-
tory; Keith Watson, president of
the class of 1964; and Bruce Frier,
president of the Atheneum Society,
DEC. 6 - Construction of the new
Fine Arts center is, according to
Mr. Walter Wotjaczk of Standard
Builders, Hartford, "roughly on
schedule'1 and forty percent of the
foundation walls have been poured.
The schedule, which calls for the
first steel work to be added in
March, Wotjaezk pointed out, de-
pends on weather to a large extent.
Heavy rain or snow would delay
work but otherwise, he continued,
the company can work nearly all
the time.











Named . . . . . . . . p. 8
was rock. A large amount of bed
rock was found under the site and
if it turns out to be any more than
now expected, considerable delays
could be -encountered, he said.
Meanwhile, Wotjaczk continued,
during the next week, caissons,
which he described as steel pipes
of forty-two inch diameter and
thirteen foot length will be de-
livered and Installed. Eventually
these caissons will house hydraul-
ic equipment which will raise and
lower the stage in the new auditor-
ium.
Finally the builder expressed his
strong approval of the art work on
the boards surrounding the build-
ing site. He also gave assurance
that whatever pictures have been
taken down in recent days will be
replaced when needed equipment
has been moved through the tem-
porary hole.
A spokesman of Kessler- Con-
struction Co., responsible for the
actual excavation of the site, said,
"We are making a mess, and it 's
going to get worse before it gets
better; but our work is close to
schedule."
THESE ARE THE MEN who nail the boards
which hold the concrete to suppprt the
walls surrounding the center to house the
arts at Trinity.
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Campus Notes
DEC. 3—"The Roie of tne Psy-
chologist and Psychology in Action
Programs to Relieve Racial
Tensions" will be the topic at a
meeting of the Connecticut
Psychological Association Friday
at 7:30 p.m., in Hamlin Hall.
Dr. Howard E. Mitchell, associate
director Philadelphia Council for
Community Advancement, will
address thp Association.
DEC. 6 - An exhibition of ori-
ginal painting and sculpture from
the collection of Container of A-
merica entitled "Great Ideas of
Western Man" will be displayed
in Mather Hall December 9 through ,
January 2.
Dr. J.H, Ahlberg of the United
Aircraft Research Laboratory will
speak on "The Trial and Error
Learning on Computers" Monday
at, 4:00 p.m., in the Math-Physics
Auditorium.
The lecture is co-sponsored by
the mathematics and psychology
departments.
NOV. 26 — h. Edward Shuck,
a Foreign Service officer, will
be on campus December 6, to meet
with the faculty and student body
to discuss current information
concerning careers In the Foreign
Service of the United States.
A short walk is good for you. But when you really
want to travel you can't beat Greyhound for going
places at lowest cost. In fact Greyhound costs less
thantrains, planes or drivingyourself. For economy,
GO GREYHOUND . . . AND LEAVE THE DRIVING TO US.
No other form of public transportation
Boston
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LETTERS
to the editor
Reaction to 'Campus Reacts'
To The Editor:
Your front-page story surveying
the campus reaction to President
Kennedy's death was a tasteless
example of inaccurate target
shooting.
The horror at this murder and
the disbelief that so vibrant a
person could be instantly destroyed
has made most of us citizens
in a community of grief. But In
opening ourselves to our friends
we have admitted the census-taker
of sorrow who measures ourtin-
happitiess and passes judgment as
to its adequacy. Who needs HIM?
What is gained in the service of
truth by broadcasting the response
of a student so callous as to b'e
grotesque? His lack of pity or
grace is his own problem and need
not enter the public domain.
The reports on the responses
of the faculty were almost always
incorrect. A newspaperman ought
to be certain of his facts. One
teacher reported on was not even
on campus. For others, the jux-
taposition of sentences was such
as to create an impression far
removed from actuality. This
grief-measurer appears to be con-
cerned about our sensibilities, but









own concern. We don't have to pass
muster.
Why Shilton's sudden concern a-
bout the topics of classroom lec-
tures? Is the death of the Presi-
dent to be fitted into the Chemistry
Department's curriculum? I do not
recall that the Trustees author-
ized a political commissar for the
sciences. I don't believe that the
teacher who fulfills his respon-
sibility to his students need yield
to the man who disintegrates be-
fore the onrush of events. The
scholar should not be immune to
history. He need not apologize to
the snoop.
Crises always increase the com-
pulsions to conform to the dom-
inant mood. A good college news-
paper need not be an agent of
this compulsion. Yet, in the e-
motional tidal wave which has
swept over us we are losing our
balance. Why should opinion about
President Kennedy, divided as it
was during his lifetime, be sub-
merged in a weeping harmony?
Why are his strengths extolled and
his weaknesses concealed? Why
is he larger than life after he is
dead?
Mr. Kennedy was too sincere a
student of history to respect a
distorted record. But the schmaltz
peddlers are being welcomed a-
cross the threshhold. The Mac-
millan Company published Victor
Lasky's J.F.K.,: THE MAN AND
THE MYTH and it shot to the top
of the best-seller list. It's a fool-
ish book, scurrilous and inaccur-
ate. Yet, it has been withdrawn
from circulation by the publisher.
What was a printable and sale-
able attack during Kennedy's life
is now a book not worthy of our
interest. Why this sudden concern
for our feelings?
If our ideas of a free society
are to have any meaning, they
VISIT!
FRIEMDLY 1GE GREAM SHOP
at Maple Ave. & Broad Street
Featuring the Finest





require an unexpurgated record.
If we are to see Into a troubled
future It must be with eyes un-
clouded by tears about the past.
If we are to have any respect for
the honesty of our own feelings,
we should not be embarrassed into
measuring up to the mourning
scale of a self-appointed judge in




(This story was not an at-
tempt at target shooting, but
a sincere effort to record the
reactions of this campus at the




During: the weekend of November
22, I, along with millions of other
Americans, watched the television
more than usual. I was Impressed
with the effort made by the news-
casters to keep all their infor-
mation accurate; they were con-
tinually correcting themselves,
even about such petty things as a
date, an hour, or'the pronuncia-
tion of a name—a standard which
might well be emulated by you and.
your staff.
Just to keep the record straight,
I wish to report that, contrary
to your article "Campus Reacts..."
in your issue of November 27,
I was NOT on campus at all on
November 22, and I did NOT can-
cel any of my classes. I would
be Interested in knowing what your
source of information was, and
why you did .not attempt to verify
it.
At a time when the whole nation
was mourning the irresponsible
actions of a young man in killing
our President, it is unfortunate
that a group of young men at




(As Dr. Williams points out
reporters did make mistakes
and subsequently corrected
them. One cannot stop the
presses after the paper has
been printed, however.
We apologize for this mis-
take and it does serve as a re-
minder that accuracy is the





For graduates or undergrads who
prefer button-downs, here is the
newest ARROW easy-care contribu-
tion to your wardrobe... luxury
Decton oxford with true University
Fashion button-down collar.
' The classic button-down with a
studied nonchalance of good taste
that puts it in a class by itself. This
educated oxford is practical, too
... boasting longer wear in a
blend of 65% Dacron* polyester
and 35% cotton and winning all
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Letter to the Editor
Banghart Defends Apartheid
'Move It Mac'—A College Cry
To The Editor;
"The present Fascist government
of South Africa makes some of the
crimes of the Hitler regime
'paradision' in comparison,"
quoted the TRINITY TRIPOD'S
November 12 issue of Dr. Robert
Meade,
This discrepancy and too many
other misunderstandings, and
forthright propagation 'of hearsay
put forth by Dr. Meade have
prompted this writer, with fourteen
years of residence in South Africa
and with continued interest in its
affairs, to give a clearer objective
insight into South Africa and its
present policies. Hopefully what
follows will stimulate the reader
to gather for himself similar
factual evidence, both pro and
con, and by diligent analysis of
these facts to reach a conclusion
possible different from the one
that many arrived at after listening
to Dr. Meade.
It is, however, beyond the scope
of this letter to attempt-to explain
fully the meaning, the intricacies,
and the background of apartheid,
or separate development as it is
more commonly known; nor is It
the purpose of this letter to refute
completely all the allegations made
by Dr. Meade.
In South Africa, there are six
ethnologically different NATIONS;
the Xhosa, the Zulu, the North
Sotho, the South Sotho, the Tswana,
and the European. The South
African policy of separate develop-
ment is designed to meet this
unique multi-national complex, for
it recognizes above all other
things, that nationalism is ex-
clusive.
The Bantu, an all-encompassing
term for the various black South
African nations, have never been
a homogeneous nation with a single
country. Instead, they have settled
in various homelands, the Xhosa
in the Transkei, the Zulu in
Zululand, and so on. This central-
ization in homelands is no dif-
ferent from what the Iraqi Kurds
are fighting for today.
The South African government,
Dr. Verwoerd in particular, has
recognized that these Bantu nations
desire to live and lead their lives
in their own way and not in the
way dictated by others. Accord-
ingly, under the policy of separate
development, emphasis has been
placed to provide for the progress
of the emerging Bantu toward,
(a) self-government, (b) autonomy,
and (c) independence, each in its
own homeland. Thus the policy
aims at a viable and self-
sufficient Bantu society, enabling
all people, wherever they may
live and work, to be actively
associated with the cultural and
political life of their own nation.
Thus, by gradually withdrawing
trusteeship over the emerging
Bantu peoples, the most explosive
element in South Africa's political
make-up, conflicting nationalisms,
can be voided.
Of the five Bantu nations the
Xhosa have the highest rate of
literacy and the largest number
of professional people in any Black
African nation. This November 20
they elected by their own choice
and by secret ballot members to
their first Legislative Assembly.
Indicative that the Xhosas are
eagerly looking forward to in-
dependence of their autonomous
state is a remark by the Xhosa
Chief Kaiser D. Mantantzima, as
quoted recently in the WALL
STREET JOURNAL, "Separate
development is the only practical
policy towards the solution of race
relations in this country."
One might readily concede that
Chief Mantanzima is especially
biased towards separate develop-
ment when his people, as well
as those of the other Bantu
nations, could neither read nor
write fifty years ago. Yet today,
four out of five Bantu children
are in school with complete
literacy expected to be achieved
within one generation. High school
graudates now go on to either
one of the forty-seven Bantu
colleges or three universities to
become teachers, nurses, doctors,
lawyers, business men, etc.
TiSe' cash income of the Bantu,
having Increased some 500 per-
cent since World War n, is sixty-
nine percent higher per capita
than that of the next highest
African nation, Ghana. There are
some 247 Bantu with incomes
higher than that of Prime
Minister Verwoerd. Also non-
white South Africans own four
times as many cars per capita
than do the Russian people.
As Dr. Verwoerd has said, the
Bantu are neither biologically nor
mentally Inferior to the white and
the Bantu is proving this fact all
the time. Hopefully therefore the
reader has grasped the funda-
mental idea of separate develop"-
ment and that it Is not a policy
of black suppression, but rather
one of separate autonomous Bantu
and -white nations which will, In
co-operative association, form a
South African commonwealth,
politically Independent but ec-
onomically inter-dependent, and
functionally falling in line with the
principle of national evolution by
which nations of the world have
been established.
To most of us, Apartheid brings
to mind a picture of a beaten and
mistreated Bantu wasting away in
some concentration camp after
having* been pulled off the street
without so much as having been
granted the due process of law.This
regrettably very false image is
one that TIME, NEWSWEEK, the
NEW YORK TIMES, and Dr.
Meade have given us. It is also
the most significant misunder-
standing of the Interpretation of
apartheid. Apartheid is separate
development, and is not "house-
arrest," the "sabotage law," or
"90 day detention."
Recently, at the Addis Abbaba
conferences, and at UN assem-
blies, various African nations
literally declared war on South
Africa because of Its policies of
separate development. Although,
as of yet, there has been no open
invasion directed towards the South
African shores, there are daily
Illegal infiltrations Into the country
by foreign and domestic saboteurs,
terrorists, and communists train-
ed in revolutionary tactics in
Ghana, Algeria et al.
Unfortunately though, South
Africa's Roman Dutch Law is not
equipped to prevent sabotage and
terrorism of this nature nor is
It equipped to convict the partici-
pants of these heinous crimes.
Therefore and only as a sequel
to the Addis Abbaba conferences,
did the South African Parliament,
with much hesitation, pass into law,
the General Law Amendment Act
ae the omnibus measure designed1
to protect Its Bantu and White
Citizens from sabotage, terror-
ism, and communism directed
from abroad. For a fuller explan-
ation of this Act, the reader's
attention Is directed to a letter
by Ambassador Naude to the
Editor of the NEW YORK TIMES
on November 9, 1963.
Also, in contrast to what Dr.
Meade told us, the South African
Government categorically denies
that It is either a crime to criticize,
to speak out, or to intervene with
the government on any issue. It is
Illegal to advocate the violent
overthrow of the duly constituted
government. Hence, neither Dr.
Meade, Mr. Mbatha, South African
newspapers, nor the Opposition
Party of the South African
Parliament have committed any
crime, let alone one punishable by
death, by__crlticizing the policies
of Dr. "Verwoerd's government.
With regards to concentration
camps & alleged mistreatment of
prisoners, it is the considered
opinion of the South African
Government that Dr. Meade has
been misinformed. Accordingly, I
have been asked to convey to Dr.
Meade, the Republic of South
Africa's cordial invitation for the
Professor to revisit the Republic
on an expense paid trip, with
absolute freedom of travel, to
search out these camps. However,
Dr. Meade, is in good faith, asked
to repay the expenses, to retract
his statement, and to make an
apology to the parties concerned
In the event he is unable to find
one of these camps that was so
definitively described.
In light of the events that have
taken place, Dr. E.M. Rhoodie
of the South African Consulate in
New York has expressed the desire
to be permitted to challenge Dr.
Meade and to give his government's
views at either a public address
or at open debate.
In closing, hopefully the Political
Science Club or Dr. Meade will
take this opportunity to extend an
invitation to Dr. Rhoodie.
Perhaps then by taking advantage
of viewing the 'other side' of this
problem, whie.ii although having
received wide publicity Is in reality
only vaguely understood, we will
have the decency to refrain from
humiliating and vindictive critic-
Ism of a sister Republic.
John C. Banghart
Forty-four per cent of the nation's
4.5 million college undergraduates
are maintaining an automobile on
campus this year, according to a
survey of the college parking pro-
blem by the Goodyear Tire & Rub-
ber Company.
Questionnaires sent by Goodyear
to colleges revealed that the in-
crease since pre-World War II
days in the number of student
autos parked on campus ranges
from 300 to 1000 per cent.
Parking facilities are virtually
non-existent at many colleges in
metropolitan areas, the study
FRI., DEC. 13
8:30 P.M.
B U S H N E L L
j ^ f «~ / srf*.di
Tickets: $1.50, 2, 3, 3.50, 4, ta«
incl. On sala at box ofltc» ar
by mail.,Send checkt to Bushnall,
Harf/orcf 06103. Encloso stamped
addressed envelops with mail
ordors.
found. For example, the 24,000
at the College of the City of New
York either ride the subway or
race parking meters.
In contrast, the University of
Minnesota has a "self-supporting*
parking set-up in which everyone
on campus pays to park.
Most colleges have an annual
fee, ranging up to $10. Rutgers,
New Brunswick which claims the
largest parking facility (3000),
operates 26 buses to shuttle stu-
dents from parking areas to tour
school areas.
JOE & EAUL WELCOME
YOU BACK AND HOPE
TO SEE YOU AT THE
Brookside
1. Now that I'm a senior I have
to start thinking about my
future. Will ymi marry me?
Will you lie able to give me
all tin1 tilings I crave — like
pi/.za pie and ehnw mem?
. I've lined up a terrific job.
There's a choice of training
programs, good starting salary,
challenging work, and the chance
to move up. That's Equitable.
1 agree —but what's the
company's name?
.>. K<piitable — it's Equitable.
It certainly is. It's also
fair, square, and just.
But I would still like to know
the naiiw of the company.
4. We're not communicating. 1 keep
telling you it's Equitable — and
you keep asking what's the name.
1 keep agreeing your job
sounds good. But you
stubbornly refuse to tell me
who you're going to work for,
5. C;i!i it lie yon never listen to my
words? Is it possible that what
I thought wns a real relationship
was but a romantic fantasy?
Is it conceivable that what
1 took to be a solid foundation
was just a house of cards?
That what I thought was n
bright Hame was merely an
emotional flicker?
fi. I'd hate to lose you, hut ;<t least
I'll still have my job with
Equitable—The Equitable Lite
Assurance Society of the
United States.
Oh, The Equitable.
Why didn't you say so?
We'll have a June wedding.
For information about career opportunities at Equitable, see your
Placement Officer, or write to William E. Blevins, Employment Manager.
The fQUITABlE Life Assurance Society of the United States
Home Office: 1285 Avenue of the Americas. New York 19. X. V. '- 1H63
EDITORIAL SECT!ON
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 3, 1963
Let's Go
To The Hop
We hope the Senate will reconsider
their decision last month to create a $7
fee which each student must pay for the
support of school dances.
It is our opinion that while part of the
reason that dances have been so ill at-
tended may be that the prices have been
too high, another reason may be that
some people just do not want to go to
these school functions.
And we do not feel that in this in-
stance, those people who disagree with
the tastes of the imajority should be pen-t
alized $28 during- their four years here.
It seems to us that any social function
at Trinity should be self-supporting, and
if at present it needs to be subsidized,
someone should investigate why.
To have the option of buying a ticket
for one of our school functions is in some
sense to vote in favor of a dance. The
Senate last month took away that option.
Now, in general, we have not only no
voice in deciding what kind of dance
we'll have, but we have also no vote in
deciding whether or not it's -worth paying
for.
Judgment
Since the College has unofficially recog-
nized that certain exceptional men. who
achieve the age of seventy are neverthe-
less capable of teaching for an undeter-
mined number of years, the problem
arises of separating these men from their
aspiring imitators — men who are good
but replaceable.
This problem must naturally be solved
before we can expect the Trustees to re-
scind their resolution that faculty over
the age of seventy .cannot teach at the
College any longer. .
We would recommend first that the
Trustees appoint a standing committee
for the purpose of considering for annual
appointment those septuagenarians who
have expressed the desire to continue
teaching here.
Second, we would suggest that this
committee issue a statement of policy in
which is stressed the fact that the man
asked to return for further teaching be
the exception, and that this request
should rarely occur and not be expected.
The man asked to return must be extra-
ordinary.
But how are the Trustees to eliminate
the individual who considers himself a
great and, lacking reappointment, cries
"personality conflicts!" ?
One possible solution is the adoption
of a standard evaluatory questionnaire to
be completed by the professor's students
and by the professor himself.
Assuredly, some, if not many, students
will let personality enter into their evalu-
ations. One student may have earned a
poor grade and thus will try to condemn
his professor. On the other hand, anoth-
er student may feel sentimental about
the "poor old guy" and color his evalua-
tion in the opposite direction.
However, we don't feel that these con-
siderations will influence the Trustees
for the several following reasons:
1) Asking all the students in one
man's classes provides a relatively large
sample, which tends to obscure the ex-
tremes.
2) The nature of the questions would
require outright lying on the part of the
student who is influenced by personality
or sentiment.
3) The sort of man who should be
given an appointment at the age of sev-
enty will be superior to his colleagues,
and few will disagree on his teaching
capabilities if they still exist.
4) The candidate's own evaluation
will reveal his alertness and competency
in areas perhaps missed by students,1
while the students' evaluation will indi-
cate where human nature may have con-
jured a false image as painted by the
candidate.
5) The Trustees will draw on their
own knowledge of the man being consid-
ered and serve as the objective influence.
Understandably, this sort of an evalu-
ation may be abhorrent to the candidate,
but in order to decide upon his merits as
objectively as possible and to determine
the exceptional man, the trustees must
make this examination.
Also, in order to permit the promotion
of younger faculty, we recommend that
the older professor teach only one or two
courses concerning his specialty.
In this way, the student body will ben-
efit, the professor himself will benefit
in that his activity will assure his pro-
ductivity, and the College will benefit by
broadening its faculty with added char-
acter, scholarship, and wisdom as a con-
sequence of an outstanding professor
grown older.
This is our potential.
/ have, been guided by the ntandurd John Winthrop net befonct
kin shipmates on the flag ship Arhella Mil yearn ago, as the%is
too, faced the tank of building a government on a new and peri r-
loun frontier. "We. must always consider," he said, "that we shA^




The effects of the assassination of
John Fitzgerald Kennedy, which
have drawn together almost all the
world In grief and anger, have at
the same time all but obscured the
details of his life.
Grief has muddied the criticism of
his career which had become more
intense in recent months; while
anger towards the extremism
which brought his death has muted
another anger he had frequently
felt against himself.
His life, so remarkable even in
its end warrants careful con-
sideration lest In this hour of
heightened emotion over-hasty
judgments change greys to whites
and blacks to greys. For John
Kennedy was a controversial
figure, born of struggle and exer-
tion that lent great credence to his
belief in an American "New Fron-
tier."
Three great elections marked his
political career; one was the House
race of 1946; the second, the Senate
contest In 1952; and the third, the
Presidential election in 1960.
In 1946 Boston political boss
James Curley abandoned the
Massachusetts Eleventh Con-
gressional District. John Kennedy,
a rich young war hero, decided to
try for it. He started from scratch,
'but soon built up a tight-knit or-
ganization of old friends, virtually
all Irish. His stunning victory
must be attributed to his well-
financed, tightly-centralized cam-
paign and to his winning personal-
ity, which allowed him to overcome
his district 's prejudice against
the "rich boy."
He came to Washington without
any political beliefs to speak of.
He had attended the London School
of Economics, where he had studied
with the Socialist Harold Laski and
other European liberals in 1935;
but at Harvard he had avoided en-
tering the Young Democrats.
As a freshman Congressman, he
soon got into the thick of Demo-
cratic politics by sponsoring such
liberal measures as the housing
bill; while he opposed the Taft-
Hartley Act right down the line.
He also defied the Truman ad-
ministration on its China policy-
Harry Truman's enmity toward
Mm lasted all his life. But his
politics were popular; he was re -
elected twice.











to enter his second great race,
the Massachusetts Senate contest
Me started early once again, .holding
numerous speaking engagement) j
and constructing a political organi- ^
zation. He won the recommendatioi •
of Governor Paul Dever and headeij
into an uphill fight against veterajii
Senator Henry Cabot Lodge. Hilt]j
family stepped in with donation)m
totalling $70,000. %-
He fought hard and well, and hijj
won by a slim 70,000 votes. Hljf(j
(Continued on Page 6) ;fe
I Future
by D. G. BRINTON
THOMPSON
Northam Professor of History
and Political Science
After the tragic arid dreadful
events of the recent past it is'
natural, if somewhat rash, to a t |
tempt to estimate what might
the effect of the assassination of;
President Kennedy on United States1
policy, foreign and domestic. '•
Eight times in our history, on [a
the demise of the President, the
Vice-president has assumed the
Presidency. All, at the beginning/n
have asserted they would continueijo
the policies of their predecessors/11
and for a period all have donftjn
so. Some, after a time, like Theo«:C
dore Roosevelt, changed those pol-ilh
icles drastically, one, Andrew "
Johnson, badly bungled his pred-i
ecessor's program and others, like; a
Calvin Coolidge, kept to the maini't
political plan. All, however, left
a distinct mark of their own on
their policies both foreign and;,
domestic, ,
Therefore, we can confidently <
expect that, for a short time at <
least, Lyndon Johnson will con-i
tlnue Kennedy's policies. The i
question then is when and where j
will the inevitable difference a-<l
rise. •*
Certain definite circumstances'
must be considered in attempting^
We dare not forget today thf
from this time and place, to J<7
eration of Americans, born it?
peace, proud of our ancient n
President's Assassination
Result of a Tense Society
i t T h h t hit
Wat's What
Terror is not a new weapon. Throughout istory it has been used by those who could not vrevail
dther by persuasion or by example. But inevitably they fail.
By ROBERT SCHWARTZ
The untimely murder of the late
President's alleged assassin
leaves many questions unan-
swered. Was the murder itself an
isolated act of political fanaticism
or was Lee Harvey Oswald, with
his mixed Marxist background, the
hireling of a radical group either
to the right or left? Was a con-
spiracy responsible for the events
that occurred on November 22 and
Nobember 24?
But in addition, thoughtful people
around the nation are asking
whether or not these acts are in-
dicative of an underlying problem
of American society that itself en-
courages sucli violence. It is to
this latter inquiry I shall address
myself.
It is my belief that today the en-
tire industrially developed world
faces new problems and tensions •.„ .,, , ,. . .
-- economic and social - - that . wM not discriminate for or against any segment of our so-
find outlets most readily in puliti- dety, or any segment of the business community. We are vig-
orously opposed to corruption and monopoly and human exploita-
tion, but we are not opposed to business.
ciety's democratic institutions of
protest. As a recent issue of the
Wall Street Journal points out;
". . .pressures in American life
have generated an increase in
violent crime by the demented and
the dispossessed."
The people are no longer the
apathetic masses who sought the
lack-lustre leadership of Eisen-
hower in the 1950's. They are a
turbulent, unruly, atomized nation
that seeks identification with a
cause — in place of a family-- and
imposes its radical will upon
modern political and social pro-
blems.
Today the radical is in evidence
throughout the nation. Reading his
Marxian tabernacle, he demands a
communist government in New-
York City; protesting federal en-
croachment of traditional property
rights, he stirs mobs to new acts of
racial violence in the South; con-
demning the Supreme Court, lie
challenges the nation's most re-
vered governmental institutions in
the West.
The radical in the United States
very often reflects his American
vigilante heritage, a disregard for
law and order once rampant on the
frontier. So long as men are will-
ing to bypass social institutions




cal radicalism and violence. Fur-
thermore, I think the American
political system, instead of dis-
)»i couraging this type of irrational-
ej ism, actually abets it.
!)•( To begin with, economic progress
,aj through automation has at once
i given the worker a higher standard
of living and an increased loneli-
ness.
While sapping the creativity of the
worker, and thereby moving him
farther and farther from conscious
' participation in the productive pro-
cess, the Age of Automation re -
Cf. places human rewards with
^.'material ones — a wage and stan-
'jn'.dard of living astronomically high
nt'(by previous standards. From this
^relative opulence springs a most
loidangerous illusion: that economic
deiself-sufficlency and wealth can re-
ra|place the cherished ideals and
H1,social institutions of the past —
"the family and the democratic
"process.
b The individual so alienated from
H, Ms values abandons rational means
tor solving his problems; he pre-
fers his own brute force to so-




recent ascension to national
leadership, there have been
numerous words spilled out on
the printed pages as to what sort
of policies the new President will
establish or support. Most of these
comments as to what the future
holds for the nation are based
largely upon the historical record
of Mr. Johnson's twenty-two year
career as both Congressman and
Senator from the State of Texas.
Certainly this is a most difficult
and hazardous basis for predicting
the future in this case, if former
President Truman's records as
Senator and President are any
indication of the possibilities.
It is difficult to comment on the
future economic policies of the
Federal Government under the new
leadership. Being somewhat un-
sure but willing to cooperate, the
comments have been
but not without some
Historical Insight
Policies Uncertain
to answer these questions, John-
son, from all information, was,
•y as Vice-President, quite care-
fully briefed on foreign policy and
If^nad a hand in its implementation.
j s As a Senator, Johnson was a more
at.-powerful figure than the late Pres-
i d e n t in the same office. In fact
ojne was one of the most influen-
tes. Senators of recent years and
mows well the thinking of both
nouses of Congress. Johnson, is
ona Texan by birth, upbringing, and
theresidence and this fact could well
thehave an influence on his senti-
n&ments and on the sentiments of
me others towards him. Finally, a
rs, Presidential election comes up
,nenext y e a r < A s h e knQWS( f o u r
>o-out of the seven who preceded
ol-nim to the office of President
etfon the death of the incumbent
•d-were not continued in office and
.keanother, Truman, won by a slim
lin margin,
eft
on W^en o n e weighs the above lm-
^Portant factors and, in addition,
considers the incalculable effect
-°n any m a n o f a s s u m l n g t h e h i g ; h
itiy office of President, prophecy be-
at comes very precarious,
an- In domestic affairs one can sur-
rhemise that Johnson will favor the
ere possible, instead of presenting or
a-pushing the program of any one
action. Of course, at the out-
this will not be apparent but
" 1 5 ' Probably, in this' realm that
the first
occur.
change in policy will
As long as Johnson keeps Ken-
nedy's advisors on foreign affairs
little will change in direction. Of
course crises could sway events.
Even the funeral, bringing to Wash-
ington such a group of powerful,
foreign political figures, including
President deGaulle, one of the
most important of all, could have
a definite effect.
Sooner or later Johnson will bring
in some of his own advisors. How
soon he will make changes in
personnel, probably depends on
politics. It will be made easier
by the voluntary withdrawal of
some now in office. The left-
liberals looked on Kennedy, be-
fore election, quite dubiously and
had little use of Johnson, He might
well consider since he can hard-
ly gain the loyal support of this
faction, that it would be exped-
ient to get rid of whatever in-
fluence they now have around the
White House, and build up his
strength in other areas where
many votes lie. In conclusion it
must always be remembered that
Johnson, as a power in Congress
for many years and a leading
candidate for the Presidential
nomination, does not need to lean
on any one man or small group




The record of the former Senator
from Texas indicates that he has
been a continual supporter of
government expenditures as a cure
for problems of unemployment.
And though he has repeatedly ad-
vocated economy in government,
Mr. Johnson has never hesitated
to support increased budget
expenditures for military pre-
paredness as well as government
support for housing programs and
Federal aid to depressed areas.
Furthermore, he has been as
consistent as most Western
Senators In supporting government
development of natural resources.
WE FIND THAT in 1958 Mr.
Johnson helped Mr. Eisenhower
thwart a tax reduction bill as a
cure for a recession, though he
did aid in obtaining the passage
of several bills involving large
Government expenditures for high-
ways and public works projects-
over Eisenhower Administration
objections. These actions are
indicators of Mr. Johnson's belief
that fiscal policy can be employed
to alleviate the problems of un-
employment, though it would seem
that he would emphasize govern-
ment expenditures over tax cuts.
In the President's message to the
joint session of Congress, Johnson
indicated quite emphatically that
he would continue to support, at
least for the present, the major
economic policy bill of the Kennedy
Administration. PresidentJohnson
pressed the Senate to act with
urgency upon this $11 billion tax
reduction bill, a "bill which he
argued was "...designed to
increase our national income and
Federal revenues, and to provide
insurance against recession."
Certainly this is a position that
he had held as Vice President,
but It is not a view that he es-
poused as a Senator. Whether he
will in actuality push to have this
(Continued on Page 6)
are the heirs of that first revolution. Let the word go forth
0 ftd and foe alike, that the torch has been passed to a new gen-
1 vus century, tempered by war, disciplined by a hard and bitter
This center section was pre-
pared in conjunction with
the Atheneum Society which
will present this Sunday at
8:00 on WRTC-FM the
third of their "Age of Dan-
ger" series, a discussion of
the assassination of Presi-
dent Kennedy. Articles were
written by Professor Brin-
ton Thompson of the history
department, Associate Pro-
fessor Robert Battis of the
economics department,
Bruce W. Frier 'S4, Keith
Watson '6Jt, and Robert
Schwartz '64.
by Keirit Wetsen
The sudden death of John F.
Kennedy has significantly altered
the Presidential election possi-
bilities of 1964 in both the Repub-
lican and the Democratic camps.
The most obvious change is, of
course, the new man who enjoys
the advantages and the dis-
advantages of the Presidential
office - Lyndon B. Johnson. Mr.
Kennedy would surely have been the
unanimous choice of the Demo-
cratic convention; Johnson's fate
at that assembly does not appear
quite so certain.
Much of Mr. Johnson's fortunes
in both the convention and, if
successful, in the election will
depend on the results of Congress-
ional consideration of various
Kennedy - sponsored proposals.
The key issue here is the civil
rights legislation. Mr. Johnson
has pledged his strong support,
but many Northern voters will be
looking for more substantive
action, it is the feeling of many
observers that a meaningful bill
will not emerge from chaos of
the present Congress no matter
what pressurers are applied from
the White House.
Mr. Kennedy, in fact, did not
seem to be using all of the forces
at his command to obtain a strong
Civil Rights bill before his
assassination, but rather seemed
willing to use parts of it as
bargaining instruments for other
aspects of his program. Yet, the
late chief executive was ident-
ified with civil rights both because
of the bill and because of his
actions in Alabama and
Mississippi, so that he could have
blamed the "reactionary coalition"
of Republicans and Southern
Democrats for the legislation's
failure. Mr. Johnson, however,
does not enjoy this same identity
with civil rights, and his long
Texas drawl adds lltUe credence
to his pledges for action in this
regard. The only event that could
convince many Northerners that
Mr. Johnson is sincere would be
the passage of a strong bill, and
this, at the present time, seems
quite unlikely.
If the remainder of the Kennedy
program also fails to win
Congressional approval, the
Democrats could be frightened
enough to consider another can-
didate. Except that there are not
many around. One must watch,
however, the actions of the late
President's brother, Robert
Kennedy. One perhaps fatal weak-
ness of the younger Mr. Kennedy
is that he Is still in his thirties,
although the success of his youth-
ful brother in 1960 could modify
this consideration.
On the plus side, Robert Kennedy
knows that his surname will never
again be the political asset that
it is now. Should Mr. Johnson
win the nomination and the
election, he would probably be
successful again in 1968 which
would mean a deferment of Mr.
Kennedy's Presidential aspir-
ations for quite a period of time.
Also, Mr. Kennedy Is favorably
identified with the same issues
as his late brother, and his brash
and vigorous modus Vivendi is
similar to the qualities which made
the former President so popular.
The Attorney - General will
probably examine the Johnson
image very carefully at the Con-
vention: if the President has done
well, no move could be made; if
the president appears weak, and
Republican chances look good,
Robert may wait until 1968; but
if the President appears weak and
the Democrats seem strong, one
must not rule out a move for the
nomination by this man who in
1960 showed himself to be at his
best in Convention politics.
In the Republican camp, all is
confusion at the present time. The
President's death has brought a
reaction against extremism on both
the far left and far right. This mood
has weakened the appeal of Senator
Goldwater, although the political
prognosticators of late who have
over-emphasized this factor."Mr.
Goldwater had been basing his
politics on an anti-Kennedy plat-
form, so that he must now start
almost from scratch and build up'
a new campaign image.
On the liberal side of the G.O.P.,
Governor Rockefeller appears to
have improved his chances for
1964. Before the assassination, one
of his weaknesses was that his
political ideology and his cam-
paigning techniques were too simi-
lar to the late President's to offer
the voters a distinctive choice In
1964. Now these qualities have sud-
(Continued on Page 6)
We have no greater asset than the willingness of a free and de-
termined people, through its elected officials, to face all problems
frankly and meet all dangers free from panic or fear.
Sketches of John F. Kennedy and Lyndon B. Johnson were
drawn by J. / . Smith '67,
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denly become Rockefeller's
strongest asset.
It Is very possible that the New
Yorker will have more difficulty
obtaining the nomination than he
would election. The powers-that-
be in the Republican camp have long
regarded him as one of their party
in name only; they further are able
to cite his divorce and hasty re -
marriage as an additional liability.
Whether this factor, much like
Kennedy's Catholicism in 1960,
has been blown out of proportion,
will be determined by the Presi-
dential primaries. If, and only if,
Rockefeller is successful in these
contests will the Republican Con-
vention begrudgingly tender him
the nomination. •
The Republicans, then, would ap-
pear dissatisfied with both the left
and the right within their organi-
zation. Among the moderates Go-
vernor Scranton, Governor Rom-
ney, and General Clay were men-
tioned before the assassination,
but now that Republican chances
have improved, the party is not
likely to turn to such unknowns.
Such a situation would seem to
leave the field open to the one
known moderate, Richard Nixon.
Mr. Nixon has supposedly re-
tired from politics, but, then, Stan
Musial "retired" four times. Cer-
tainly the driving ambition that
carried him so far on such little
demonstrated ability has not died,
and indeed may have been intensi-
fied as a 1964 G.O.P. victory be-
Narrow Victories.
(continued from page 4)
expenses' were six times as large
as Lodge's.
His platform had but one plank:
"I can do more tor Massachusetts."
He richly rewarded his home state:
literally dozens of bills were
passed to aid her ailing industries,
while he zealously guarded New
England's tariffs.
Of all Kennedy's legislative
actions in Ms first term, the
strangest was his entanglement in
the McCarthy affair. His brother
had served with the McCarthy com-
mittee; his father had financed the
Wisconsin Senator's election cam-
paign. Jack never could completely
divorce himself from the Senator,
despite the fact that all his fellow
liberals did so. Fortunately he was
in the hospital for a back operation
during the final vote; but he had
already scrupulously separated
himself from his fellow Democrats
on this matter.
From the hospital, where he wrote
PROFILES IN COURAGE, he re -
turned just in time to wage a clever,
but unsuccessful campaign for the
Democratic Vice-Presidential
nomination. He lost primarily be-
cause of his "soft" stand on Mc-
Carthy, which alienated some l i -
berals, and his opposition to high
farm parities, which turned away
the West.
Back in the Senate, he became
an outspoken critic of the Dulles
foreign policy, comparing the cur-
rent situation to that before World
War II, He kept to the fence on
civil rights, teetering too far in
neither direction. His eye was al-
ready on the Presidential nomina-
tion in 1960.
He won a huge victory in the
Senate re-election of 1958. He
began at once to prepare for the
Presidential nomination by labor-
iously constructing a superb poli-
tical structure.
He faced his third great election
head-on. Although he compiled a
Senate absentee record unequalled
in history, he entered every pri-
mary and won them all. By the
time he entered the convention,
his final victory was assured. He
chose as his running mate Lyndon
Johnson, his arch-rival.
His narrow victory over Richard
Nixon is almost too familiar. In an
intense campaign climaxed by
several television appearances,
Kennedy was able to project an
image of himself as a dynamic
replacement to the easy-going
Eisenhower administration.
And so the Kennedys came to
came plausible once again. The
former Vice-President lost some
stature in his defeat to Governor
Pat Brown, but he has remained
in the public eye for three years,
and his 49.9% of the votes cast in
the 1960 election speaks very well
for jiis popular appeal. Should
neither Goldwater nor Rockefeller
emerge dominant in the primaries,
and such a possibility seems re-
mote, the Republicans will cer-
tainly turn to the middle of the
road to find a not-so-retired-
after-all Nixon not unwilling to
accept a "draft".
What the mood of the country
will be six months from now Is
difficult to ascertain, but in all
likelihood a good part of the pre-
sent sense of moderation will pre-
vail. This mood would allow enough
of Kennedy Administration pro-
gram to pass Congress so that Mr.
Johnson will have some record of
accomplishment on which to win the
Democratic nomination and to
campaign effectively. It is doubtful
that Congress will approve enough
to give Johnson great stature,
•With a "beatable" candidate in
opposition, the Republicans will
turn to Mr. Nixon, a moderate with
proven voter appeal. This time
around Nixon will be on the offen-
sive, for the failure of Kennedy
program has angered the North,
while the very program itself has
antagonized the South. Richard
Nixon lost the race three years ago
by . 1 per cent, and it Is very con-
ceivable that a few hundred
thousand voters could change their
minds to reverse that fate in 1964.
Washington with their touch foot-
ball and rocking chairs, antique
Americana and fifty-mile hikes.
They brought a peculiar set of
ideals also, typified by the Presi-
dent's Inaugural Address:
"Now the trumpet summons us
again — not as a call to bear
arms, though arms we need; not
as a call to battle, though em-
battled we are; but a call to bear
the burden of a long twilight strug-
gle, year in and year out, 're-
joicing in hope, patient in tribu-
lation,' a struggle against the com-
mon enemies of man: tyranny, pov-
erty, disease and war itself."
Kennedy soon learned that ideals
would not pass programs. In area
after area his administration fail-
ed.
In foreign policy, his European
politics drove France farther and
farther into isolation. The abrupt
announcement of the Skyboldt can-
cellation, besides almost over-
throwing *a British government,
contributed heavily to DeGaulle's
determination to • exclude Great
Britain from the Common Market.
His tasteless avoidance of France
on his last trip to Europe, so ob-
viously politically-inspired, ser-
ved to further widen the gulf.
In the hemisphere, a tactless last-
minute announcement of defense
policies brought the collapse of a
Canadian government. The admin-
istration's sudden decision not to
give the Cuban invasion air cover
led to the failure of that expedition,
with a loss of thousands of lives.
His later confrontation with Russia
over Cuban missiles led only to
compromise. The one positive
achievement, The Alliance for
Progress, never got off the ground.
In one area, however, he was
a surpassing success; in this area
alone he more than redeemed his
other failures. He gave one gift to
America that will not be soon
forgotten,
John Fitzgerald Kennedy had a
dream. He saw America young
again, able to face with courage
and pride the demands and de-
cisions of a restless world. It
is this dream that he left us,
and not the victories and defeats
of a rought-and-tumble politician.
He saw so clearly what was needed;
he found the words to express that
need.
"We have begun. Neither wind nor
tide Is always with us. Our course
on a dark and stormy sea cannot
always be clear. But we have set
sail - - and the horizon, however
cloudy, is also full of hope.
Assassination •..
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and take, the law into their own
hands, one may doubt whether this
nation can sustain a crisis directly
affecting the lives of its citizens,
such as another Great Depression
or a light missile attack, and
endure In its present form. It is
possible that as the cancerous
growth of radicalism spreads
throughout the American organ-
ism, more and more people will
react to their political, economic
and social problems as Lee Harvey
Oswald did.
There would be more cause for
optimism about the future of the
American system and its ability to
survive such a crisis If within the
system itself there existed a
wonder drug that would arrest the
growth of the cancer and ultimate-
ly kill it. Instead, the American
constitutional government, as It
has evolved over the past 188"
years, contains very basic
characteristics which aid the rise
of extremism and radical solution.
These characteristics may be
clearly delineated by comparison
with the British parliamentary
system.
First, the local units of the United
States government enjoy an auto-
nomy unexperienced by their
British counterparts. City Coun-
cils throughout the nation initiate
vast programs of public expen-
diture. Local school boards
purchase facilities and set scho-
lastic standards, both of which may
be at wide variance with those of
other districts. State governments
levy taxes on corporations and con-
sumer items.
No such distribution of powers
over federal, state, and local gov-
ernments exists in Great Britain.
Undoubtedly, local governments
legislate and administrate In Scot-
land, Ireland, and Wales. The pol-
icies formulated by these govern-
ments, however, are subject to
overriding approval or rejection
by the British Parliament,
The predominance of the local and
state units in United States govern-
ment, moreover, is underlined by
the nature of American political
parties. There exist no permanent
national parties since most poli-
tical activity is carried on on the
local and state levels. The only
semblance of a national party pre-
senting a unified statement of
policy, the Presidential nominating
convention, is composed of state
political leaders. This national
party convention disbands as
quickly as it is formed and with
its swift death dreams of con-
sistent party policy also perish.
Second, sectional differences in
the United States reach an inten-
sity seldom realized in the United
Kingdom. Issues in the former
cease to be political and instead
become emotional expressions of
the local interests they represent.
Here, geography is an important
factor. In an area as large as the
United States — and one so much
larger than Great Britain — geo-
graphic differences give rise to
economic and social differences.
It is almost natural, then, that the
mid-western agricultural states
should vigorously defend farm
price support legislation while the
Eastern industrial states virulent-
ly denounce this financial waste.
The American constituency
system encourages emotional
alignment over essentially poli-
tical Issues. Congressmen and
Senators elected and re-elected in
their respective states come to
represent not the nation as a whole
but certain vested interests within
the nation. The debate between the
oil congressman from Texas and
the cotton congressman from Ala-
bama on the floor of the House
bears a striking resemblance to the
emotion-packed family feuds which
in the past divided sections of Ken-
tucky against itself.
That the British M.P. represents
the nation as a whole and not
a locality or section is nearly a
foregone conclusion. The most
recent event that furnishes proof
for this political theorem is the
election of the Tory Prime
Minister Home to Parliament from
a "sale district" in Scotland. Be-
cause the British candidate for
parliament can seek election from
virtually any constituency he or his
party chooses, regardless of his
residence, he rarely becomes
spokesman for a deep-seated,
emotional interest within his con-
stituency.
It may be pointed out that although
the Third and Fourth Republics in
France were characterized by this
same constituency system, these
governments were continuously di-
vided, hamstrung and threatened by
the most Intense interest groups.
The reason for this seeming para-
dox brings us to the final difference
between the American and British
systems.
The French government, like that
of the United States, is the product
of deliberate constitution making
rather than the slow evolution of
democratic Institutions, which
typified the British government.
The absence of a two party tradi-
tion may be held responsible for
Economic Policies,
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bill passed prior to the recess
period Is somewhat doubtful. Mr.
Johnson must find some way to
persuade Senator Byrd (D.-Va),
a Senator who has been notably
silent in these recent hectic days,
to release the bill from his
Committee. Furthermore, despite
the support for such action at
this time from the business
community, Mr. Johnson has to
contend with an unwilling Senate;
they seem more Interested in
ending their business and returning
home for the holidays. But more,
Mr. Johnson has to contend with
an atmosphere of prosperity in
the nation, a condition which is
unlikely to persuade an unwilling
Senate to act to cut taxes. It is
difficult to presume that Mr.
Johnson will be any more success-
ful than President Kennedy was in
• hastening this important bill to
completion. One may also question
whether next year, an election
year, will be a more propitious
time to push such a bill.
As for the tax reform bill that
President Kennedy had been
pushing, though not with any great
urgency, it is evident that
President Johnson, by his failure
to comment on the bill, may be less
anxious for its passage than was
Mr. Kennedy. On the other hand,
Mr. Johnson has tried to reassure
the more conservative elements
in the two houses of Congress that
he would exert every effort to
administer the expenditures of the
Government "with the utmost thrift
and frugality," and that he would
try to "get a dollar's value for
'a dollar spent," This move to
counter the forces agitating for
a cut in government expenditures
will have little meaning in the near
future. At the present the President
must accept a budget for 1964
which has a planned deficit, and
no doubt he will submit a budget
for 1905 which will probably
contain a deficit of approximately
$9 billion.
WHILE MR. JOHNSON has
pledged thrift in government,
certainly a commendable goal, this
should not be taken that he will
be able to present a balanced
budget to Congress under the
present circumstances. The budget
for 1965 is now certainly in its
final stages of completion and,
in the time allowed the new
President, he may have little
opportunity to do more than write
his budget message. Pulled and
pushed by time and circumstances,
the President will not cut the
Kennedy Administration budget
prior to its submission to Congress
in January. Mr. Johnson's mark
on the economic blueprint for the
nation will not be noted until the
1966 budget is submitted, and then
it may be submitted by still another
President,
While Mr. Johnson may not be
able to influence greatly the total
size of the next budget, he will
be able to express his views
toward national economic policy
in his Economic Report and it
is there that we may note a
the chaotic state of French politics-
the lack of respect for govern-
mental institutions may be a cause
of the heinous crime committed in
the United States on November 22.
Regardless of party affiliation,
the office of the Prime Minister is
held in such high esteem by the
British that in the entire history
of the nation not one attempt has
been made on the life of a chief
executive. This respect for law and
order, and for all institutions de-
signed to insure the continuity of
the system, is in direct contrast to
the American vigilante heritage.
We may conclude that it is at least
possible that the government of the
United States, especially those as-
pects discussed above, serves as a
vehicle for emotionalism and poli-
tical extremism in an initially
troubled world. A crisis that ex-
hibits the smooth continuity of the
system must not blind us to its
faults.
change. It Is doubtful that President
Johnson will hold to such economic
gimmicks as the Kennedy Adminis-
tration's "wage-price guide lines."
Nor would one suspect that he
would espouse some of the other
Views held by President Kennedy
who had called for a study of the
economic techniques employed in
certain European nations as guides
to our national economic policy.
It would appear that President
Johnson is not an economic tlnk-
erer or Innovator.
As has been suggested by Hanson
Baldwin, In a recent article in
THE NEW YORK TIMES, it is
quite possible that President
Johnson will probably depend more
on his political knowledge than
"cost-effectiveness" studies in the
area of defense expenditures. If
this is a true judgment, then it
is entirely possible that the
application of similar techniques
of economic analysis to other areas
of budget expenditures will not
be explored.
IN THE AREA of foreign
economic policy, President John-
son lias pledged to support our
economic commitments to under-
developed countries. All this would
seem to Indicate Is that we will
continue as we have in the past.
Given the President's reliance
upon Dean Rusk for advice in
foreign affairs, at least In the
very near future, it augurs well
for the continued support of such
aid programs as we now have.
Of change In such technical areas
as foreign trade balances and
tariffs, little can be said until
new advisors and cabinet members
have been brought into the govern-
ment offices. Methods of handling
day-to-day problems may change,
but it is too early to forecast
whether overall foreign trade
policy will be modified, and if
so, how.
In sum, it appears at this time
that President Johnson's adminis-
tration of economic affairs may
be a bit more conservative than
President Kennedy's and probably
much less experimental. However,
there is some indication that the
main thrust of the Kennedy
Administration formula may be
carried forward in foreign aid
and trade, though less hope can be
held for the changes sought by
Mr, Kennedy in the domestic area
unless we are faced with conditions
of a recession in the very near
future. Probably the one new step
that might be ' taken will be a
greater effort to meet the wishes
of those who demand a cut in
government expenditures. For that
change however one must wait
until the I960 budget is in prep-
aration.
The italic quotations on
Pages 4 and 5 are excerpts
from the late President
John F, Kennedy's major
speeches during his term
of oiiice.
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Soccer Team Ends Season I
With Impressive 7-1-1 Record ICapt deVou
By DAVE TRACHTENBERG
Although they did not achieve their
two major goals, an undefeated
season and a tournament bid, the
soccer team completed a highly
successful campaign. Their final
record was 7-1-1, including shut-
outs in their last two encounters.
The booters were rated high in
all pre-season predictions. In
early practices they impressed ob-
servers with their hustle and sharp
passing, as well as their wealth of
capable scorers and a tight de-
fense.
They continued to exhibit pre-
cision play and high caliber per-
formance in the first game against
the University of Massachusetts.
Bob Ochs and Dan Swander looked
especially good as the Dathmen
pounded out a decisive 4-2 victory
over their strong opponent.
The next victim was the contin-
gent from M.I.T. The booters were
expected to be subj ected to a severe
test, but they breezed to a 5-3
victory, one which was consider-
ably easier than the score in-
dicated. Coach Dath substituted
freely, and two of the opposition's
goals were scored in the final
period when the issue was no
longer in doubt.
Three days later the team jour-
neyed to Tufts to play the Jumbos
in a high wind which made any
resemblance to soccer purely co-
incidental. The Bantams persever-
ed, however, and emerged vic-
torious by a 2-1 margin. It became
apparent that Bob Ochs and Dan
Swander would wage a scoring duel
for the remainder of the season.
The defense was shaping up as a
unit with many outstanding per-
formers including Trinity's Mr.
Everything Captain Jim deVou,
long-kicking Dan Swander, the
tough fullback pair of Ben Trib-
ken and Dick Ravizza, and the
fine goalie Bill Schweitzer.
Following their narrow victory
over Tufts, the booters took a
short hop over to Bloomfield to
tangle with the University of Hart-
ford team, last year's NAIA
champs. A potentially tense battle
was settled early as the Bantams
turned the game into a rout after
the opening minutes of play. Every
Trinity stalwart got into the game
as the Dathmen scored early and
often with surprising ease.
The Williams game, played before
a large Saturday crowd, which was
partly a result of the lack of foot-
ball on campus, marked a turning
point in the season. Neither team
was able to score until the fourth
period, when Williams pushed
across the initial tally. Trinity then
scored twice, and it seemed for a
time that the Bantams would be
outplayed and still emerge victor-
ious.
The defensive collapse which had
caused the first William's goal
cropped up again, however, and the
game went into double overtime.
The punch seemed to go out of the
Trin offense when Ousman Sallah
left the game with a severely
sprained ankle, when Ed
Lazzarini was masking the pain
he was experiencing- by playing
with another sprain.
After double overtime the game
ended a 2-2 tie. Soccer fans noted
grimly that the Bantams were
indeed fortunate to escape with a
tie, because they had been out-
played on offense and only an in-
spired defense kept them from
going down in defeat. Paradoxi-
cally, the complete failure of this
defense on two occasions prevented
a victory which might have made
the difference when the NCAA bids
were passed out.
Four days later, the Dathmen con-
tinued to exhibit sub-par play as
they crushed a badly outclassed
Union club on the Trinity home
field, 6-2. It was a simple case
of not being able to give a game
away to a team which was unable
to take advantage of any op-
portunities. The team could not get
"up" for such an inept aggregation,
but the game was poor preparation
for the forthcoming encounter with
the fast moving Jeffs of Amherst.
The Amherst game was an exas-
perating experience for the
booters. For the first time, the
team approached a game with
visible desire and spirit. It
seemed, prior to the encounter,
that the booters had reached a point
where they would now add the vital
intangible ingredients to their
abundance of talent. But the team
which was walked on from start to
finish by the Jeffs bore little re-
semblance to the once-powerful
Trinity soccer squad. In essence,
the defense dropped back toward
the goal so that the wings were
forced to cover several men at
once. The Amherst offense stayed
outside until one of them was in-
evitably open for a shot.
Twice Goalie Schweitzer was
screened as the ball was boomed
into the goal from outside the
circle. Trinity's sinking defense
also enabled Amherst to control
the ball as they could pick up the
ball from the badly positioned
Dathmen. Typical of the booters
Ineptitude that day was the fact
that they were not able to get off
a shot for over a full period in the
second half. The game ended in a
disappointing 4-0 shellacking.
At home against Coast Guard
Soccer Captain Jim deVou and Coach Roy Dafh
three days later on Nov. 12, the
booters began as if they had been
shell-shocked by the disastrous
defeat at Amherst. All they needed
was a score, however, to rekindle
their confidence; and this was pro-
vided by Ousman Sallah, who con-
verted a pretty pass from wing
Buzz Tompkins into the tally. Bob
Ochs also returned to form with
two goals as the Bantams pounded
out a decisive 4-0 win over a team
which bounced back the following
week to upset the powerful Bridge-
port club.
The season was rounded out in
story book fashion as the Dathmen
continued to play good soccer in
their 1-0 win over Wesleyan, The
goal was scored with 54 seconds
to play by the high scorer for the
Trinity booters, Bob Ochs.
Captain deVou expressed the
team's disappointment at their
failure to receive anNCAA tourna-
ment bid at the annual Fall sports
dinner. Despite finishing in a
Football Concludes Dismal 3-5 Season
(Continued from Page 8)
But the pluses still were out-
weighing the minuses, and Trin won
its next two games before exu-
berant home crowds. Yavinsky
passed for two more touchdowns
in the 27-13 win over St. Law-
rence, and his perfect 60-yard last
quarter bomb to MacDougall fin-
ished off a below-par but still
dangerous Tufts club, 28-14, The
Tufts affair, a satisfying revenge
triumph, saw fullback Kolewe tal-
ly 16 points with his running and
kicking. The Bantams were now
3-0, and the idealists were al-
ready looking forward to Wesleyan
weekend when the undefeated sea-
son would be wrapped up.
Already, though, the signs were
apparent that the Bantams were
riding for a fall. The injury bug-
aboo had begun to strike; the min-
uses were about to overtake the
pluses. The turning point came on
Parents' Day, when a fired-up
Colby team shook off a quick Oul-
undsen touchdown and thoroughly
outfought Trin, 24-7. Gone were
the unbeaten dreams. What was
left was disaster.
About the Bantams' final four
games, perhaps the most positive
thing which can be said is that
they made heroes out of a lot
of players in enemy uniforms,
Don Green.. .Ed Barrett... Bill
Thompson...Bob Santonelli...Car-
roll Hebbel...Bob Chester...all
used the crippled and disillusioned
Trinmen as a stepping stone to
headlines and enhanced reputation.
As they frolicked, the Bantams
went down...41-0, 45-20, 28-7,
46-6. A melancholy catalogue.
Yet, as the final gun went off
before the disenchanted Homecom-
ing crowd and the merry maraud-
ers from Middletown made off with
a choice collection of Bantam tail
feathers, Trin supporters had sev-
eral items of consolation. Junior
QB Yavinsky, for example, had
broken Ed Ludorfs (1050) all-
time passing and total-offense re-
cords with 1013 and 1099 yards
respectively. Fenrich's 21 pass
receptions and MacDougall's 20
ranked two-three (behind Sam Win-
ner's 31 of last year) in all-time
Bantam annals. And John was later
voted to the All-New England third
team.
And as 1963 ended, football-wise.
Coach Jessee and his henchmen
were already looking ahead to
1964. To be sure, many grad-
uating seniors, notably F enrich,
MacDougall, and Oulundsen, would
not be around after June of that
year. But the Bantams would still
have Yavinsky, "a quarterback who
gets the job done", around whom
to build a team on which return-
ees Kolewe, Hourihan, Barnard,
Huskins, Blocksidge, and Fred
Prillaman would play prominent
roles. And, of course, these men
would be ably backed by the stars
of the 4-1 freshman team, Trin's
second best in ten years. Per-
haps next season, Trin will play
out another rag-s-to-riches story
--this time in correct sequence.
three-way tie for second place in
the Samson Cup race, Trinity was
passed over in favor of two teams
lower in the rankings.
Having finished a fine season in
the proper vein, the booters can
look forward to an equally success-
ful season next fall. The graduating
seniors are all valuable men. They
include captain Jim deVou, half-
back Francis Jacobs, fullback Dick
Ravizza, and wing Buss Tompkins.
But, although they will be missed,
Coach Dath will have the bulk of
two fine freshmen teams (classes
of '65 and '66) around which he
will surely be able to build another
powerhouse. This year's freshmen
are not expected to provide much
help.
Among the returning lettermen
who are prospects bright for next
year are: the two high scorers,
center-forward Bob Ochs and b»*f-
back Dan Swander; a pair of task,
aggressive, talented wings in the
persons of Mark Josephson and
Tom Sedden; multi-talented Ous-
man Sallah who can score or de-
fense with equal and formidable
skill; fullbacks Ben Tribken and
Ted Bartlett, who is expected to
fill the shoes of the departing Dick
Ravizza with ample aid from Pete
Sturrock; and goalie Bill Schweit-
zer will be back better than ever.
Others who will probably see con-
siderable action are Ed Lazzarini,
Dave Cantrell, Rod Van Sciver,
and Bob Golub, all of whom are of
proven ability.
With a rare combination of humor
and athletic prowess, Captain
James deVou led the Trinity soc-
cer team to a highly successful
season. During his tenure with the
team, Jim exhibited all the attri-
butes of a good captain, an out-
standing player, and a fine human
being.
In the classroom and on the soccer
field, Jim draws praise from
everyone who comes in contact
with him. His coach Roy Dath has
this to say about Jim: "Jim is one
of the finest young men that has
come to Trinity. His interest and
desire to do a good job regardless
of the obstacles is one of his
greatest attributes. He has the
ability to be serious when needed
and is able to insert humor when
necessary. His leadership is
always of the highest caliber, and
he seems to sense when it must be
asserted."
His humorous antics on the prac-
tice field caused him to be dubbed
"the chortling antelope," After
every goal scored by a teammate
in a game, he would emit his
curious chortle and prance up and
down. Often his antics overshad-
owed his great ability as an athlete.
When the whistle blew to begin
play, however, Jim was a study in
seriousness, intensity, and con-
centration.
He was without doubt the most
underrated player on the team.
The average spectator failed to
appreciate the consistency of
his play. Not a grandstander, he
gave the impression of having a
radar track on the ball. His de-
fensive play was easily the finest
for a team noted for its stingy
allowance of goals. Scoring few
goals himself, his booming foot
was responsible for many fast
breaks. His passing was quick,
sharp, and unerring. The plays lie
started which resulted in goals are
uncountable.
A level-headed ballplayer, he was
the steadying influence on the back
line, and on the team in general
which boasted 12 inexperienced
sophomores. The fine play of these
varsity novices can be attributed,
in part, to the strong leadership
of Captain deVou,
To a man, the soccer squad look-
ed up to and respected their able
leader. After the disaster of the
Amherst game, he constantly ex-
horted his teammates to forget
their past mistakes and to look
toward the remaining two encoun-
ters. The results speak for them-
selves.
It would have been a fitting end to
a great career if Jim deVou had
been able to lead his team Into the
NCAA tournament. But that single
failure, over which he no longer had
any control, by no means detracts
from the worth and talent of the
Trinity captain.
The team, however has another
crack at a tournament berth next
year, But they all wish that they
could have been able to get the "bid
for Jim and present It to him as a
symbol of their respect and an
acknowledgement of his outstand-
ing contribution to Trinity soccer.
Hustle, desire, and love of the
game were his trademarks. He
will not merely be missed, for he
is irreplaceable, as a friend, as
a teammate, and as a captain.
Jim deVou has the mark

























































Sophs, Vets Pace Hoopsters;
Face Middlehury at Home
Clir Till T T T"NTM , ® ^
By BILL LINN
Last winter, the Trinity Field
House presented a strange sight
on evenings of intercollegiate bas-
ketball competition. At 6:30 p.m.,
the bleachers on the home side
would be filled almost to capa-
city as the undefeated freshman
team took the court. But by 8
o'clock, after the frosh had made
another giant step toward their
15-0 record, the mass exodus
would begin; and by the time their
big brothers on the varsity got
into action the crowd of onlookers
was often about the size waiting
before the Mather Hall telephone
booths on a busy Saturday m'orn-
ing. '.
This season, with the first home •
game against Middlebury Satur-
day, there Is every eager expec-
tation that things will be different
--much different. One of the prime
reasons for optimism is the fact
that the erstwhile fabulous frosh
are sophomores now, and the entire
starting five fro'm that aggrega-
tion is battling for varsity berths,
to the delight of Coach Jay Mc-
Williaras.
Another vital reason, though, cen-
ters around last year's varsity
front line, which was the strong
point of that 9-10 ball club (guard
Brian Brooks is the only letter-
' man who graduated). An examin-
ation of Trin's hoop prospects
for 1963-64 must begin with three
veteran performers who will make
up the core of the team.
Leading the Bantams onto the
hardwood will be 6-4 captain-
center John Fenrlch, whose ath-
letic exploits have already seen
much newsprint*Imce September.
Though not a high scorer, "Big
Bad John" was the team's leading
(and almost only)rebounder last
season with an 18.0 average.
"John," agrees Coach McWilllams,
"knows where the backboard is
hung." His main weakness is foul
trouble, which is due mainly to
his great aggressiveness under the
boards.
The key man on the team, though,
is 6-3 forward Barry Leghorn, like
Fenrich a senior. After setting
Trin's all-time seasonal scoring
record as a soph, "Legs" had a
somewhat disappointing campaign
last year, although he was still
the club's leading scorer (18;9)
and broke his own record. Barry
is dangerous both inside and out,
and is the team's best foul shoot-
er (81% last season). When Leg-
horn is at his best, there are few
better and the Bantams are a
mighty tough team to beat.
The third member of the solid
front line is junior Bill Gish, who
had a 14.1 average last year. Bill
has a wide variety of impres-
sive shots, his jumper from the
corner being especially lethal.
This 6-3 performer is counted on,
...along,.with Leghorn, to help the
foul-prone Fenrlch In the battle
of the boards.
The scrap for the two backcourt
positions is a wide-open affair.
Most likely for one starting berth
is 6-1 soph Jim Belflore, the
leading scorer on the star-stud-
ded frosh with an average close
to 20 points a game. Jim has the*
deadliest jump shot on the team,
handles the ball well, and can
produce a fair share of the
rebounds. Last year, in fact, he
played up front for coach Robie
Shults. He should take some of
the pressure off the hard-worked
front line.
Veteran Daryle Uphoff, a steady
all-round performer who is the
club's best defensive player, holds
the inside track to the other guard
spot as of this writing. But press-
ing him hard is soph Joe Houri-
han, who may well supplant Dar-
yle once he works out his "foot-
ball muscles".' Hourihan was the
"quarterback" of the freshman
team, and a playmaker in the-
backcourt is an Item of which Trin
has been woefully short in recent
years.
The Bantams' bench, one of last
season's biggest weaknesses, is
•well-stocked this year, especially
on the backline. Uphoff or Houri-
han (depending on who starts) heads
it up. Right behind is soph Rick
Rissel, another of the precision
gunners from the unbeaten frosh.
Also from that group is Bill
Schweitzer, who handles a bas-
ketball almost as well as he catch-
es a soccer spheroid. Junior
Dan Swander is another backcourt
sub.
Backing up the front-liners are
sophs Ed Landes, long on .shoot-
ing ability but short on heft and
"aggressiveness, and Dave Brem-
er, a hustling 6-1 jumping jack
who came on well last February.
6-4 Marc Kadyk and 6-2 BobMor-
isse are other forward reserve
possibilities. A real sleeper could
be 5-11 Rufiis Blocksldge, who
averaged 16 points a game in his
freshman year but who, accorclinp;
to McWilllams, is definitely out
of the early games with a knee
injury.
Despite the vastly Improved
strength and speed In the back-
court, McWilliams has no immed-
iate plans to institute a fast-break
attack. "It's hard to plan anything
in a place like Alumni Hall,"
contemplated McWilliams. The
club has had one outside scrim-
mage, at Southern Connecticut Col-
lege, which they won, and looked
fairly impressive in so doing. They
have just now moved their practice
sessions into the Field House.
For all its talent, Trin still does
not have the "big man" with whom
to compete against such as Wil-
liams' perennial skyscrapers and
Wesleyan's 6-6 Winky Davenport,
the redoubtable Crisco Man. Of
course, they have Fenrich, a sup-
erb "medium-sized" man who can
jump with anyone as long as he
is in there, but he is allowed
only five fouls per game. Never-
theless, McWilliams believes the
Bantams will hold their own under
the boards.
Trin will have to be sharp to
cope with a schedule on which
there are "only about four easy
games," according to the coach.
"Wesleyan has had three good
freshman teams in a row, and of
course they still have Davenport.
And this year we play Harvard--
a tough team in a tough league."
Still, Coach McWilliams believes
Trin will have "a good basket-
ball team" this winter, because
"We have plenty of men who can
put the ball in that basket. And
that's the name of the game."
The Bantams should indeed be so
good that their supporters will re-
main in the Field House, this year,



















































































DEC. 2 -- Hamlln Hall was again
the scene of this year's Fall Sports
Banquet, as 51 varsity letter
winners and 49 freshmen plus
honored guests participated.
Higiiligh of the evening was the
appointing of captains for next
year's squads. Quarterback Mer-
rill Yavinsky assumed command
of the football team, while Dan
Swander became Yavinsky's coun-
terpart on the soccer field.
Bill Avery, a C 2" 220 pound
tackle, received high praise from
football coach Dan Jessee, as he
was presented the Coach's Block-
ing Award. Avery, a senior, showed
his versatility by playing both of-
fense and defense on the grid-iron
this fall.
The individual soccer awards
were copped this year by Jim de-
Vou and Ousman Sallah. DeVou,
who was also the team's captain,
received the "Peter S. Fish Most
Valuable Player" trophy, and
Sallah was awarded the "Harold
S. Shetter Most Improved Soccer
Player Award."
Four gold footballs and six (••old
soccer balls, symbolizing three
varsity letters In their respective
sports, were presented to deserv-
ing seniors. The "14 carat" pig-
skins went to end Bruce Mac-
Dougall, halfback Bill Campbell,
guard Zlgmond pabich, and Avery.
Mike Anderson, Hunt Brasfield,
Francis Jacobs, Randy Plass, Buzz
Tompkins, and deVou all received
soccer balls.
Of the 51 varsity letters handed
out, 24 were for football and 27
for soccer. Thirty-one freshmen
received their numerals Infoot-
ball, while 27 soccer numerals
were awarded.
The keynote address of the dinner
was given by Dr. William Moore,
director of athletics at Central
Connecticut State College and for-
mer head football coach there. Dr.
Moore spoke on the evils of over-
recruiting' college athletes as
practiced In many parts of the
country. He also voiced the hope
that .schools would follow the exam-
ple set forth by the east and conduct
their athletic programs according-
ly.
The football team broke tradition
tonight, when captain Hill Camp-
bell presented Its annual award not
to Coach Dan Jessee, but rather to
Dee Kolewe. Kolewe was thus
honored "On behalf of the Class of
1083" because his wife gave birth
to twins several weeks nf'A
To round out tlio evening, Dan
Jessee formally received his
"Helms Football' Hall of Fame"
trophy, and Roy Duth was honored
by his soccer team. It was also
announced that John Fonrieh had
been named to St. I, awrenco's "All-
opponents" team.
Injuries Mar Grid Season;
Yavinsky Sets Aerial Mark
By BILL LINN
Perhaps the kindest thing that can
be said about the 1963 Trinity
football season is that it Is over.
Certainly a post-mortem review
of it (particularly the last half),
game by gruesome game, is not
exactly the kindest thing to do.
Yet journalistic tradition decrees
that some such attempt be made,
so, for what it's worth, here goes.
The story of any athletic team's
season is one of pluses and min-
uses. When the pluses, taken to-
gether, outweigh the collective
minuses, the team in question
has a successful season. In the
Bantams' case, unfortunately, the
opposite was true, and a 3-5 re-
cord was the disappointing result.
What were these "pluses"--these
positive factors--which this edi-
tion of the Jesseemen had working
for it? Certainly the two superb
ends, John Fenrich and Bruce
MacDougall, ranked near the top
of the list. Also prominent were
the often excellent passing and
field-generalship of Merrill Ya-
vinsky, and the running of half-
back Terry Oulundsen.
Other definite "plus" items were
the llnebacking of Yavinsky, Ruf-
us Blocksidge, and Dee Kolewe
(who was also Trin's leading rush-
er). And'finally, of course, there
was the redoubtable coaching of
Dan Jessee, who this year gave
his club the Southern Cal 1-for-
mation attack with typical Jessee
variations.
But more than offsetting the plus
factors were the inevitable min-
uses. Heading this list, with no
close second, was the perennial
Trinity nemesis: injuries and lack
of depth. Nowhere was this more
painfully evident than among the
linebackers, as both Blocksidge
and Kolewe saw very little action
after the Colby game, and their loss
unhinged and eventually demoral-
ized the entire defense.
The forward wall, too, was bru-
tally hit, Lou Huskins and Zig
Pabich were rendered "hors de
combat" for protracted periods and
most of the others were greatly
hindered in their efforts. On of-
fense, Trin sorely missed Oulund-
sen and/or Bill Campbell at var-
ious crucial times.
With such a rash of injuries,
it was imperative that the re -
serves come through. But outside
of the two JOGS, Hourihan and
Barnard, very few of them did.
By the Wesleyan game, Coach
Jessee had considerably less than
eleven top flight ballplayers. This
could not help but have an ad-
verse effect on the team's morale,
which was a severe disappoint-
ment at vital times In the later
contests.
Another all-important "minus"
factor, as far as Trin Is concerned,
was the usual formidable caliber
of the opposition. Against Susque-
hanna (8-1), Coast Guard (8-0
and Tangerine Bowl-bound), and
Amherst (7-1), the Bantams had
very little chance to win even in
perfect shape. The only club on
the schedule which remotely ap-
proached the "breather" category
was St. Lawrence, and even they
had a passing game against which
nothing could be taken for granted.
In the face of all this, it is
somewhat of a wonder that Trin
could win the three games it did,
and the Jesseemen should be given
due credit for doing; so. One must
remember that the pre-season
forecasts were not optimistic.
Probably the main trouble was that
the three victories came at the
start of the season, and Trinmen
were deluded into expecting great
things of which the Bantams were
not capable. Thus the team's saga
became one of rags to riches—
in reverse.
Never were the Bantams' above-
mentioned "plus" factors more
beautifully in evidence than in
the opener at Williamstown, Mass-
achusetts, the land of the Ephmen.
"Y. A." Vinsky had his greatest
day, completing 8 of 11 passes
and figuring in 26 of the game's
27 points. Oulundsen, Campbell,
and Kolewe all ran well, with
Campbell catching a touchdown
pass, while Fenrich went Captain
Bill one better with two TD grabs.
The blocking was superb, and the
linebacking trio spearheaded a de-
fense that completely strangled the
Purple as Trin paraded to a 27-0
win.
It was the kind of game with which
a team likes to end a season, not
to begin one. After that, the Ban-
tams were hard pressed for an
encore.
(Continued on Page 7)
